TWO MODELS AVAILABLE

Koham Blue Pro
Designed for the professional
landscaper or vineyard
applications, the Blue Pro has a
36V battery and a brushless DC
motor. This tool will sail
through branches up to 30mm
(1.2’’) in diameter.

Koham Red Wizard
This economical pruner is a
good alternative for most jobs.
Red Wizard has a 24V battery,
and a brushless DC motor.

Interested in Becoming a
Distributor?
KOHAM is looking for electric pruner
distributors worldwide. If you are interested
in joining us, we would welcome the
opportunity to discuss our product line with
you. Contact us at usasales@dgkoham.com

Guarantee it is the most affordable yet
comparable to those big brands, at a
FRACTION of the COST!!!
Call us 307.337.2810, we love to talk
pruner!!!

US SALES
KOHAM America
341 East “E” Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 337-2810
Fax (307) 337-2811
usasales@dgkoham.com
www.kohamamerica.com
Like us on Facebook/Twitter
@kohampruner

Electric
Pruners
Comfort – Speed
Power - Maneuverability

Koham Electric Pruners
Our affordable electric
pruners are ideal for the
landscape professional,
vineyard, farm or home
garden. No more sore
hands! The sharp
blades will cut cleanly
through branches up to
1-1/2 inches thick,
quickly and accurately.
The long cord lets you
maneuver around and
through thick brush.
The unit comes with a
rechargeable battery
pack, shoulder harness
and belt clip that make
the system easy to
carry.

Efficient
With a fast return and fast cutting action,
these pruners will cut five times faster than
hand pruners.

Versatile
Koham pruners clean-up both older
wood and newer shoots effortlessly.

Strong
The combination of our high-quality steel
blades and the bypass design delivers a clean
and precise cut, guaranteeing rap- id healing
of the wood.

Ergonomic

Specs

Designed to fit a range of hand sizes, this
pruner w orks well for both right and lefthanded people. The light weight and soft
touch handle are comfortable for hours.



Working voltage: DC 36v



Rated current: 40,000mA



Weight: 2 lbs

Durable



Blade is coated with a special material that
extends its life. Koham also sells
replacement parts.

Battery: 6.6 Ah lithium



Operates from: 23°F -122°F



Packaged in a sturdy plastic
tool box

Flexible
The pruner will cut a branch up to 1.2” in
diameter. Our long cord makes it easy to cut
at different heights and angles.

Multipurpose
This is the ideal tool for landscapers,
vineyards, farms, ranches, orchards or
home use.

The Koham Pruner saved me lots of
time. Plus, my hands didn’t get
sore. It is also a very strong tool. I
was very impressed with its
performance.
Mike Schwartzkopf
Owner
Oil Capital Tree Service

